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Let K be a compact subset of Rd and let m define a semi-dynamical system 
on X,(K), the space of probability measures on K, induced by a homogeneous 
Markov process. Let J(4) be the prolongational limit set for 4 E -(u,(K). The 
main result of the paper is the decomposition: 
support of J(4) = U {support of J(S,): x E support +}, 
where 6, is the Dirac measure at the point x. 
The relationship between limit sets and stability theory of semidynamical 
systems has been studied in [l]. Although limit set notions have become impor- 
tant and useful concepts in deterministic systems, except for [6] and [8] there 
have been no attempts to apply them to stochastic systems. 
If we think of a homogeneous Markov process inducing a semidynamical 
system on a space of probability measures, it is of interest to investigate the 
supports of the limit sets, which are in the underlying state space where the 
events actually take place. Given a probability measure # which is stable, J(4)% 
the prolongational limit set of 4, is the set of probability measures to which 
any flow starting near $ will tend to. To make this result relevant to stochastic 
stability theory, we must know the support of J(4). The aim of this paper is to 
represent the support of J(4) in terms of the support of J(S,), where x runs 
through all points in the support of +, and 6, is the Dirac measure at X. This 
decomposition is important because it is usually easier to compute J(S,). For 
example, in diffusions with smooth coefficients, Kolmogorov’s Forward Equation 
is more readily solved in the case where the initial condition is a Dirac measure 
this in turn facilitates the computation of J(S,). The decomposition for J(4) is 
analogous to a weaker and one-sided version given in [6]. 
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Let KC Rd be compact, and let P(t, x, A) be a transition probability for a 
homogeneous Markov process on K, i.e., 
(i) P(t, x, a) E d,(K), the space of probability measures on K, for each 
(4 x) E [O, 00) x K. 
(ii) p(t, *, A) is a measurable function for each (t, A) E [0, cc) x 9(K), 
where g(K) is the Bore1 c-algebra of K. 
(iii) P(t, x, A) satisfies the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation. 
P(t, x, A) induces a flow of probability measures on K through 
We shall be concerned with transition functions P(t, x, A) which induce a 
semi-dynamical system [l] on &r(K). 
Let &Z,(K) have the topology of weak convergence, i.e., for {$J C Al(K), 
b, * 4 E d,(K) iff 
for all f E C(K), the space of continuous functions on K. 
The map m: [0, 00) x J&‘#) + Al(K) defines a local dynamical system 
of Al(K) if it satisfies the following properties: 
(i) m(0, +) = + for all $ E J?,(K) 
(ii) m(t + S, 4) = m(t, m(s, $)) for all t, s > 0, I$ E&r(K) 
(iii) m is continuous, where Al(K) has the topology of weak convergence. 
We are compelled to use a semi-dynamical system structure since we assumed 
that the Markov process has the time set [0, co). The escape time for each 
+ E d’,(K) is infinite since P(t, x, .) is a probability measure on K for all t > 0. 
Any homogeneous diffusion [3] stopped on the boundary of K is an example 
of a local dynamical system on A,(K). 
In the sequel, we shall find it helpful to use the Prohorov metric [5], p, on 
&l,(K) which is equivalent to the topology of weak convergence. Let qS1 and 
4s E Al(K), then p is defined as follows: 
P(+~, A> = W: CLP) < dQc(FN + c9 PW < llz(Q@)) + E 
for all F closed in K}, 
where QE(F) = {y: d(y, F) < P}, d( ., *) being the euclidean metric on K. 
We now make the following definitions: 
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DEFINITION 1. Let the transition function P(t, x, A) induce a local dynamical 
system m on (&r(K), p). Let 4 E A!JK). Then the positive proZongution of 4 is 
DEFINITION 2. The positive prolongational limit set of $ is 
Since all concepts are positive for the Markov process, we shall omit the 
adjective “positive” in the sequel. 
By the support of I/ E AYI(K), written s(#), we mean the smallest closed set 
C C K such that #(CC) = 0, where c denotes complement. Equivalently, 
s(#) = {x E K: #(N(x)) > 0 for all neighborhoods of x} 
THEORY 
Let m define a semi-dynamical system on (AI(K), p), and let it be induced 
by a Markov transition function. We shall need the following lemmas in the 
sequel. 
LEMMA 1. Let + = CIcI uaSsi , X~EK Vi, and CLIai=l, ataO. Let 
@,J C Jifl(K) such that & => +. Then, for n large, 
where {flsi} C A,(K) 3 /Ini * asi , pn E A’,(K), u,,.~ + ui, ym + 0, and 
CL%‘4 Y7L = 1. 
Proof. We can assume that all xi are in the interior of K; otherwise we 
enlarge K. Let us choose E small enough to ensure that Q6(xi) 3 {y: d(y, xi) < c} 
is strictly in K Vi, and such that Q&x6) n Q&x,) = o , the empty set, i # j. 
By the definition of the Prohorov metric, 
~(4~ ,4) = We: MF) < $(QeE(FN + 6, W) < G(Q~(F>) + l y 
for all F closed in K} -+ 0 
as n + co. Letting Fi = {xi}, we obtain for E, = P(#~ , $), 
A&4 -==c +(Q&iN + eni 4(x0 -c 4n(Q&d + l n 7 
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where E, + 0 as n -+ co. Thus, bn(Qr(xi)) > ui - E, . Letting Fs = QJxi), 
we obtain +n(Qc,(Xi)) < +(QzJ,(xp)) + E = ai + en . Hence 
Let 
where ami 5 dn(Qc,(xi)). Then pni E &r(K), and /&i 3 Szt as n + co. Let 
Hn = s(&n) - Uk QE,W If IZk k(QE,(d) < 1, let yn = 1 - Ci=r uin, 
otherwise yra = 0. Define fiti = $-$ . We may now represent +n as follows: 
n n 
where 18, E &r(K) by definition. By virtue of (2), ani -+ ui as n -+ co, and 
hence yn-+O as n+ co. Q.E.D. 




Proof. First we shall prove that J(b) C Ciz1 a”J(S,). Let $ E J(#). Then 
S(t,}, t, t co, {&J, & +- 4 3 m(t, , +,J G- #. In the light of Lemma 1, for 1~ large, 
where pni 3 a,, as n + co. 
Let us consider the sequence of probability measures Z1 = (m(t, , /&l): n 2 0). 
Since K is compact, so is A!,(K) [2, Chapter II, Theorem 6.41. Hence, there 
exists a subsequence {nz(t,u, , ,8’,(l)): n(l) > 0) C .Z? such that m(t,~, , /3’,u,) * 
#r E .A’@). Let us consider the sequence {m(t,cl, , /3”,(1,): n(l) > 01. Once again, 
there exists a subsequence (n~(t,~~, , flical): nc2) 2 0} such that m(t,(l, , &zj) * 
lc12 E Al(K). Since (n(a)} C (n(l)), rn(tfitz, , &e,) =z- #r . In this manner, we can 
find a sequence (n(r)} such that rn(tntrJ , /3&) G- pi , for all i = l,..., Y. Consider 
the set {m(t,~~ , prig,,?,): n(r) > O}. We can find a subsequence (??I C {n(r)) for 
which 
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and 
Thus, 
g1 addttl , PRO + Yrm(hl , j%> * i 4i , 
i=l 
(4 
since aAi -+aiandy,+OasE+co. 
Recall that m(t, , +,J 3 t,k Hence nz(t, ,+s) Z- # as fi -+ co. By (3) and (4), 
we see that 4 = CL, ai& . Hence, for any $ E J(4), 
and 
J(54 c i a”J&J (5) 
i=l 
To prove that s(J($)) CUL, s(J&J), let 4 E J(4). Then # = C$ ai&, 
Y4ey 2. = L-9 r. If s(#) q U,‘=;r s(&), there exists x ES(#) 3 x $ s(I,&) for 
,..., r, i.e., a sequence of neighbourhoods of X, {Ni(x)}t, , such that 
&(Ni(x)) = 0 for all i = l,..., r. Let N(X) = &, N<(x). Then, since N(x) is a 
neighbourhood of X, and x E s(#), $(iV(zc)) > 0. But #(N(X)) = CL, ai&(N(x)) = 
0, which is a contradiction. Hence, s(#) C Uizl s(&), which implies that for 
“Y + E Jk4~ 
44 = (j J@zJ 
i=l 
i.e., 
To prove the converse of (6), it is sufficient to prove that for any i, 
U&J C 4&N. Let #’ E J&J. Then there e&s W, t, t ~0, NJ, A 3 aat 
such that m(t, , +,J 2 #‘. Let us construct the sequence of probability measures 
yn = al+, + i aiarni, 
i=2 
where {~l,,i) C.&r(K), CY,~ =z- 6,) for i = 2,..., r. Since &r(K) is convex, 
yn E v+Yl(K). Now 
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As above, we can find a sequence {E} 3 m(t, , #A) * #‘, and m(t, , mAi) =z= 
pf E J&J i = 2 ,..., Y. Hence 
m(t, , 7%) * a?’ + i av E J($), 
i=2 
since yii 3 4. Therefore, s(f) C s(J($)). Similarly, it can be shown that 
s(q) C s(J(d>) for any @ E J&,), i = L.., y. Hence, s(J&,)) C ~(J(#J)>, 
i = l,..., T, and 
%g 41(&J) c s(JW Q.E.D. 
Let Y be the family of non-empty weakly compact subsets of (AI(K), p), 
and let h: X x X --t R+ be the Hausdorff metric associated with the metric p. 
That is, (A, B) E % x Z, 
4% B) = mdsup P(P, B), sup ~6% #>I- 
PEA MB 
A map H: A,(K) --f Y is called upper semi-continuous (USC) at $ if for any 
sequence q& 3 $, 
su~M& H(4)): 4 E H&J> + 0 
LEMMA 3. Let us assume: (i) D is USC on k!,(K) and (ii) for any sequence 
d,-$4 tntm h>O, #El(+), A=-94 t;>tn s&i thut f(4nY+;)<sn 
and m(tL , &) * #. Then J is a continuous mapping from (AI(K), p) into (.X, h). 
Proof. Let + EA%‘~(K). Since J(4) is closed and dI(K) compact, J(d) is 
compact and the mapping J: AI(K) +X is well defined. Since AI(K) is 
compact, J(4) has a compact neighbourhood. Hence, Proposition 7.1 of [7] 
implies that J is USC. 
The assumptions (1) and (2) ensure, in view of Theorem 7.10 of [I, that J 
is lower semi-continuous on A’,(K). Hence J is continuous. Q.E.D. 
It is shown in [7] that J cannot be lower semi-continuous on AI(K) unless 
D is USC on A!,(K). 
Let 4 E&~(K). Th en, by [2, Ch. II, Theorem 6.31 there exists a sequence 
b$,J C ~GQ Az = I& Gzc > ai>O,&ai=l, XiEK, suchthat+,*+ 
asn-+co. 
LEMMA 4. Let m de$ne a semi-dynamical system on (AI(K), p), and let us 
assume that conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 3 hold. Let 4 E AI(K) and let {&} 
be a sequence in ./II(K) with finite support such that #n S- $. Then 
dJW> C U s(JkW 
Ql 
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Proof. Let v = &,I 4lbL>), and suppose s(J($)) Q V. Then 3x E s(j(+)) 
and x $ V. Let N be a closed set 3NI V and N n {x} is empty. Define 
f E C(K)3f = 0 onVandf>lonNC. 
Since x E s(J(+)), 3# E J(+) 3 x E s(#). This implies that #(N(x)) > 0 for all 
neighbourhoods N(x) of x. Now, by Lemma 3, the map J: A’,(K) --f X is 
continuous. Thus, we can find a sequence {#,,}, & E J($,), such that #n 3 $ 
as n ---f co. By the definition of f, &(f) = 0 Vn > 1, and #(f) > 0. Hence 
&z(f) + $(f ), which means that #, Q 4 as n -+ co. This is a contradiction. 
Hence 
U(C)> c u 4J(M* Q.E.D. 
?l>l 
THEOREM 1. Let m define a local dynamical system on (AI(K), p) satisfriqg 
postulates (i) and (ii) of Lemma 3. Let #J E A,(K) have support s(#). Then 
Proof. Let {$n} b e a sequence of probability measures with finite support 
~4~ 3 (5. We can choose the support points of $n such that they are in s(#). 
From Lemma 2, we know that 
Then, Vn > 1 
and 
Hence, in the light of Lemma 4, 
We can show, as in Lemma 2, that for x E s(4), 
Q.E.D. 
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